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Karyn Olivier (born 1968, Trinidad and Tobago; lives Philadelphia) received her MFA  at Cranbrook Academy of Art and her BA at Dartmouth College. In 2018 a permanent addendum was created by Olivier to a controversial Anne Rice O’Hanlon fresco in Lexington, Kentucky, calling attention to the African American and Native American  figures within the piece. In 2015 she created a lenticular billboard in Central Park for Creative Time and New York’s Percent for Art Program. In 2019 Olivier was commis-sioned for the twenty-first-century Dinah Memorial at Stenton in Philadelphia. Olivier has exhibited at the Gwangju and Busan biennials, the World Festival of Black Arts and Culture (Dakar, Senegal), The Studio Museum in Harlem, The Whitney Museum of Art, MoMA P.S.1, The Museum of Fine Arts Houston, Contemporary Art Museum Houston, The Mattress Factory (Pittsburgh), SculptureCenter (New York), Drexel University,  the University of the Arts, and the University of Delaware Museum, among others.  She has received numerous awards, including the 2018–2019 Nancy B. Negley Rome Prize, a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship, the Joan Mitchell Foundation Award, the New York Foundation for the Arts Award, a Pollock-Krasner Foundation grant, the William H. Johnson Prize, the Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation Biennial Award, a 2019 PEW Fellowship, a Creative Capital Foundation grant, and a Harpo Foundation grant. Olivier is associate professor of sculpture at Tyler School of Art and Architecture, Philadelphia. 
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PUBLICATION
Karyn Olivier: Everything That’s Alive Moves is organized by Anthony Elms, Daniel and Brett Sundheim Chief Curator. The exhibition will be accom-panied by a fully illustrated mono-graph, to be released later in 2020. 
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FRONT: Karyn Olivier, Car Cover and Export Shoes, 2018. Car cover, expired shoes, support materials.  Courtesy of the artist. ABOVE: Karyn Olivier, The Battle Is Joined, 2017. Mirrored acrylic, plywood, studs.  Courtesy of the artist.



Karyn Olivier’s recent thinking has revolved around public civic space&—&specifically monuments and memorials. This is driven in part by her planning, building, and writing for several public commissions. One such important public project, The Battle Is Joined (2017), temporarily surrounded the 1903 Battle of Germantown Memorial  in Philadelphia’s historic Vernon Park with a mirrored enclosure. For three months, rather than seeing the heroic stone monument to an important if ultimately unsuccessful battle of the Revolutionary War, Germantown residents saw everyday selves reflected in acrylic. The shiny covering was not simply beautiful or cloaking, it was a way to refract the experience of the park, encouraging users to see it anew  and to recall with a different emphasis; to revisit histories and forms overlooked  through familiarity.
Speaking of The Battle Is Joined, Olivier said, “Maybe monuments can be instruments that offer us a mirror to give witness to ourselves, our community, our city, or to  the world. Or maybe they implore us to be aware of the present moment and allow us  to reflect on our shared complicated histories. It can be a space that interrogates our  histories and poses questions about our past that can speak about its impact today.”&¹ Looking to this attitude of reflection and questioning, this exhibition, Everything  That’s Alive Moves, focuses on six sculptures. Here, three existing works are revisited— in some cases expanded—and three others are shown for the first time. In remaking  It’s Not Over ’Til It’s Over (2004), Car Cover and Export Shoes (2018), and Fortify  (2017–2020, elsewhere titled Wall) together in one gallery, the artist creates a space in which to reconsider what these works honor or stage. As Olivier noted, in the context of The Battle Is Joined, “I never realized that the things I’ve made in the past were mon-uments.”&² But they are.
Presenting the three existing sculptures together reveals through-lines that help  draw implications for the newer works. In gestures reverent but also at times absurd, these works become memorials of movement, transport, labor, containment, devalue, and absence. Olivier’s gestures and materials may multiply in overwhelming quantities, but they are never larger than life. The export shoes, bygone clothes, solitary chair, and stern bricks come with the scale of human costs. In asking us to  recognize these factors, Everything That’s Alive Moves offers a close encounter with the emotional impact of monuments and the political significance of memorials&— how each in turn evokes and speaks to citizenship; how monuments and memorials reflect belief in spaces of gathering; and how they alternately can speak in defense of or with suspicion toward a public, collective voice. Olivier’s efforts show how people  and monuments often reward history, retell valor, honor loss, become displaced, and expire without collective agreement on the costs or values.  
The three new sculptures reflect Olivier’s 2018–2019 year of study in Rome, investi-gating the city’s ruins, histories, and public works. These sculptures also offer a chance to attune ourselves to her care for minute and minor gestures that accumulate to form large, often-overlooked patterns. Too, they reflect the collapse of time  and perpetual irresolution inherent to the structure of Rome, as boundaries and  fortifications each leave their traces and unresolved traditions even as the materials shift and are resettled.  
Begun at the artist’s studio at the American Academy in Rome and finished in the ICA’s first-floor gallery, Moving the Obelisk restages historical patterns. Traditionally, an obelisk is a four-sided tapered monolith originating in Egypt. Beginning 30 BC, the Romans regularly ransacked Egyptian temples, looting obelisks in particular. These  



were presented as territorial gifts to such a degree that today there are more than twice as many obelisks outside of Egypt as left within. Moving the Obelisk somewhat absurdly restages this trajectory of displacement and theft. Olivier and a crew  dismantled not a stone monolith but a dirt-and-cardboard reimagining of an obelisk made in her Rome studio. They packed the components and documented their transit and restaging here in Philadelphia. In this gesture, Olivier diminishes the awe and stature accorded to a solid mass of stone to focus on the actions that surround the history of the form:  conquering, dismantling, transporting, reassembling. Through such displacements, Olivier’s sculptures remind us (as might a casual walk in Rome) that civic space accrues through the weight of peoples, and that citizenship is built of absences&—&if we pause to look again. 
Her most recent work in this exhibition, May 12, 1985, asks us each to carry one  carnation as commemoration. This gesture has roots in Philadelphia rather than  Rome. MOVE was a black liberation group officially founded in 1972 and based in  West Philadelphia. Their anarcho-primitivist lifestyle and political activities under  the overarching mission, in their words, to protect life, brought periodic confronta-tions with authorities. The most heated exchange, following local police serving  an eviction notice and arrest warrants, ended in mass tragedy, as the ensuing stand-off concluded with authorities ordering a police helicopter to drop a bomb on the  MOVE compound. The fire killed eleven MOVE members, including five children,and engulfed the neighborhood, destroying approximately sixty-five neighboring houses on and near the 6200 block of Osage Avenue on Monday, May 13, 1985.
Eighty years prior, Anna Jarvis (1864–1948), a West Virginia native who moved to Philadelphia, worked tirelessly in her belief that a day of honor was needed, as she  told the  Philadelphia Inquirer in May 1913, “to make men and women realize their indi-vidual responsibility to right the wrongs of motherhood and childhood, not only in the  home but also in the industrial world, and in the name of ‘mother’ to inspire men to carry forward the work for the home, which would mean not only its uplift, but would deepen their brotherhood toward each other.” She began her campaign for a national Mother’s Day in 1905, and the day was first celebrated in West Virginia in 1908. The carnation, the favorite flower of Jarvis’s mother, became the emblem of the holiday&— a red carnation if your mother was alive, and a white one if she was dead. By 1911 all states had recognized the holiday, and in 1914 a presidential proclamation declared the second Sunday of May as Mother’s Day. It was on the second Sunday of May in 1985 that police served warrants to MOVE.
Olivier’s works make space to acknowledge and remember unresolved and overlap-ping facets of histories as embedded in our cities and spaces and, most importantly,  carried within each of us as an individual and a citizen. Her sculptures are built along these often invisible borders, which are much more delineating than those of country or state. Along these lines, lives (present and absent) and memories cross and touch&—sometimes in harmonious unison, but more often with friction and compound press-ure. And Olivier reminds us that for any meaningful conversation of shared values, atonement, wrongdoing, or healing to occur, our monuments and memorials should be erected not as permanent markers of shared emotions around triumphs and trage-dies, but as a marker through which to celebrate quite the opposite. As Olivier says,  “I heard someone say that a monument reads like the end of the sentence. But no, no, a monument should be the beginning, where you start to ask the questions.”&³
—&Anthony Elms, Daniel and Brett Sundheim Chief Curator



ABOVE: Karyn Olivier, Moving the Obelisk, 2019– . Work in progress. Courtesy of the artist. OPPOSITE (TOP): Karyn Olivier, It's Not Over ’Til It’s Over, 2004, steel, wood, fabric, rope lighting, rotating floor, chair.  Courtesy of the artist. OPPOSITE (BOTTOM): Karyn Olivier, Wall (detail), 2017–2018. Bricks, used clothing, steel. Courtesy of the artist.
1  “Monumental Exchange 2: Sharon Hayes, Karyn Olivier, and Paul M. Farber,” Monument Lab: Creative Speculations for Philadelphia, ed. Paul M. Farber and Ken Lum (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2020), p. 266.2 Ibid., p. 262.3 Ibid., p. 265.
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Vernon Park
Site of the Battle of Germantown Memorial
5501 Market Square Philadelphia, PA 19144
This monument was encased in reflective acrylic by Olivier in 2017 to make the temporary monument The Battle Is Joined.

Stenton Park Recreation Center
Site of School Is Out
4600 North 16th StreetPhiladelphia, PA 19140
Permanent project by Olivier incorporating a blackboard and twenty-five engraved granite planters with quotes from local historical figures.

Stenton  (also known as the James Logan Home)
Site of forthcoming  Dinah Memorial commission by Olivier
4601 North 18th Street Philadelphia, PA 19140
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MOVE Communal Living Site
6221 Osage Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19143
The black liberation group was bombed by Philadelphia police in 1985,&starting a fire   that killed eleven members&—&including five children&—&and leading to the destruction of  65 neighborhood houses.
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118 S. 36th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104

This map offers a way to visualize locations important for Karyn Olivier’s recent work around Philadelphia, with a focus on monuments and memorials. Only one of the off-site locations has a piece by Olivier currently on view: the Stenton Park Recreation Center. 
IMAGE CREDITS: Karyn Olivier, The Battle Is Joined, 2017. Mirrored acrylic, plywood, studs. Courtesy  of the artist. Karyn Olivier, School Is Out, 2019. Chalkboard, chalk, steel, granite. Courtesy of the artist.Karyn Olivier, concept sketch for Dinah Memorial, work in progress. Courtesy of the artist.


